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INTRODUCTION

Skateboards are one of the most popular forms of active 
transportation across universities today. For many students, 
skateboards are reliable and allow them to maneuver across 

convenient and also offer a number of health and 

discussion about whether skateboards should even be allowed 

Ground Control SystemsTM has compiled this comprehensive 
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Follow the roadmap, learn the answers to frequently asked questions and plan 
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GETTING STARTED

easy concept, but when you’re 

a communication plan is necessary.

can make or break the results you’ll 

important. Just like a to-do list, all 

must be addressed to ensure you 

This sections breaks some myths 

campuses and offers helpful 
additional info. 4-5

6

6
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MYTH BUSTERS

My school doesn’t have a skateboard 
club, we won’t be able to accomplish 
anything.

Control SystemsTM has a Starting a 
Skateboard Club Guide  that can 
provide you with the information you 

your school.

It’s impossible to change campus 
policy as a student.

is indeed possible.

I don’t know anything about 
organizing and changing policy, 
therefore, I can’t start a skateboarding 
movement.

You’re not familiar with the steps to 

contains all the information you need to 
learn about campus policy, how it works, 

Nobody will support my movement.

the only ones interested in this 
movement, but that does not mean you 

Not enough students on campus 
ride skateboards for a movement to 
happen.

Perhaps you do not see skateboards 
around because campus policy does 
not permit it. Sometimes it takes a 
leader to move the masses. There is a 

inclined to skateboard if the policy 
permitted it.
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ABOUT THE MOVEMENT
What is Ground Control SystemsTM? 

Control SystemsTM

What is structural change?

services are available to students. For 

include issues such as:

and areas on campus.

Whether or not skateboards are 
even allowed on campus.   

skateboard use on campus. 

What is policy change?

rules that implement how boards and 

Absolutely no 

campus at all. 
permitted only in 
skate and bike lanes. 

campus, but all four wheels must 

What is Sector 9?

Sector 9 is one of the premier skateboard 

country.  Founded in 1993, Sector 9’s 
mission has been to make the world a 

practices, alternative forms of 

What is the Embrace the BoardTM 
Initiative? 

TM 
and Sector 9 created the Embrace the 

TM initiative in an effort to provide 
students with a variety of information and 

What are some common skateboarding policies 

policies include: 
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COMMUNICATION
in all the ways you approach your campus policy 

Gather all contact information and share it with 

Create an online platform to share all documents, 

places to easily store and share items.

Meet in person as much as possible. Schedule 

track. 

sentence structure, word use, and typos.

Double check your email address is professional.

week in advance, and 

schedule.

other important materials 

Thank everyone for 

Have a note-taker record the 

detailed manner.

redirect to the main topic if 

Recap, thank everyone 
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CAMPAIGN CHECKLIST

Assess your current campus policy and culture, decide what needs to be 

mission.

policies from successful schools.

advocates, businesses, and more.

Use media to support your movement. Use campus social media, emails, 

many years to come.

Assess the outcomes and impact the policy has made on campus.

Meet with decision makers and administrators on your campus to pitch 

Use this checklist to stay on track and mark 
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DEFINE YOUR POLICY

View an outline of a typical policy 

what’s ahead.

available in this section and 
combined efforts to create the 
policy. successful campuses as a 

resource.

Prepare for your proposal by 

Learn how to use it to compose 
your own.

9

11
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POLICY CHANGE PROCESS

Here is a basic map of the process a proposed policy 

your proposal, will help you construct a plan that 
will be well received by all school entities.

documents

Responsible 
Department 
determines policy 
update is needed

Policy developer 
writes or updates 
draft

Policy unit reviews 
for compliance, 
clarity, structure

Policy developer 
submits draft to 
policy unit

Policy developer conducts 
appropriate research and 
consultation

Policy unit 
distributes for 
formal review

Reviewers return 
comments to campus 
policy coordinator

Policy developer 

Department head 
Vice Chancellor/ 
Vice Provost/Dean 

campus policy coordinator

policy on web, sends 

Campus policy coordinator 

approval

Campus policy coordinator 
consults with developer on 
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EXAMINE YOUR 

CURRENT POLICY

the possible reasons why. This will help you 

DEFINE YOUR POLICY

correctly is important. Each campus will have 

may require you to compromise on smaller 
items.

Use clear and concise sentences, without overly 

and campus information is vital. 

principle action. More details on how to 
develop the policy should be outlined with 

Carefully word the document with intention. 

WHAT’S THE 

The proposal will encompass 

your research, statistics, 

third party resources, policy 

the overall proposal. As the 

campus.
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EXAMPLE POLICIES
Take a look at some of these successful 
policies from schools that allow 

campus.

Tip: Notice that each document 

devices (Skateboards) shall only 

roller skates, and EPAMDs as Recreational 

used on campus, skateboards and EPAMDs 
will be permitted only in bike lanes 

the safe operation of skateboards, in-line 
skates, roller skates... in order to support 
the safety of the university community as 

Device must be in contact with the 

tricks or any use other than 

To prohibit the unsafe operation of wheeled devices, 

skateboard, in-line skate, or ride upon any 



RESEARCH

Within this chapter we have supplied research tools that will help 

View an outline of a typical policy 

what’s ahead.

YOUR CAMPUS

Use these resources to provide the 
statistics you need to make a 
credible case.

Understand the potential opponents 

their concerns.

Take the temperature of your 

THERMOMETER

14-15

17-18

16

18-21

1 2
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GUIDE TO RESEARCHING YOUR CAMPUS

available information at your school. 

be obtained on your campus website.

information you need about your school, 
you can also request information and 

department of transportation, student 
life, and other relvant departments.

Other questions to consider:

StartClass

need. 

Transportation 

Sustainability

your campus, also take some time to research 

may be interested in your topic. Clubs focused 
around health, environmental awareness, 

resources to reach out to for support.

Has the conversation about 

Are there campus/local events 

These are questions that campus 
and local media may be able to 
answer for you. For instance, here’s 
an article about an initiative for 

campus newspaper. 
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EXAMPLE 1:  

Use 
connections tool

policy outline and pitch.

research those schools’ 

, 
a school that allows 

peer institution to a 
number of schools.

EXAMPLE 2:  

COLLEGE

Portland is another 
skateboard friendly 
campus that put into place 

in recreational skateboard 

institution to many other schools.



StartClass
http://www.startclass.com/

THE CULTURAL THERMOMETER

Take the temperature of your school’s 

better understand how to address policy 

Has your school researched 
the impact of 

Any campus allies you can 
recruit, like favorable 

Have there been other 
successful alternative or 
active transportation  

Do you have well-known 
clubs for sustainability and 

Does your campus offer 
alternative or active 
transportation resources 

Have you heard students or 

Any recent student or 
national articles that will 

1 5
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DATA & STATISTICS information, national studies can help to 

credible sources such as scholarly articles and 
SUCCESSFUL 
CAMPUSES

from a report on skateboard 
patterns in California Universities

3.6 % of students report 

to or around campus. 

skateboard travelers. 

skateboard travelers on campus. 

of travel. 

13% of students switched to 

their bikes to theft.

skateboarder is 9.7 mph while 

about 11.6 mph.

as opposed to a car really can make 
a difference in the environment.

 The 
U.S. Environmental Protection 

annually, some of which is 

its way into our streams, rivers 
and oceans, where it can cause 

ecosystem.

A push for more faculty, staff, and 
students to switch to active 

can help cut down on the 

and disposal.
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DATA & STATISTICS CONTINUED

EVALUATING YOUR CAMPUS

 by Tess Walker

Sustainability was also cited as a 
reason why many individuals 
decided to travel on skateboards. 

wheels of skateboards means 
that few parts fail and there are 

the affordability and material 
sustainability of the mode. As a 
non-motorized mode the fuel 
sustainability and affordability 

https://search.proquest.com/op

CAMPUS RESEARCH
Every campus has different 

individual issues. Aside from 
nation-wide statistics, it will also 

information from your campus as 

play a vital part in your proposed policy.

Primary research involves a researcher 

interviews. 

out there. This can include results from 
previous studies and surveys that were 
conducted at an earlier time.  Since this 

campus, only use information that has 
been collected about your school. Places 

departments. 

89% of Skateboarders say they ride for fun 

impact on their mental 
health. 

skateboards.

improved balance and coordination, and 

adulthood.
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IDENTIFYING 

OPPONENTS
for the battle ahead. 

WHO ARE YOUR 

What makes an opponent 

perspective on what your 

be will ready you with the 
proper information to 
alleviate those concerns. 
Ask yourself: 

Determine who will be the most concerned with 

issue, are not the most affected. Consider the 

administration, departments, individual staff, and 
members of the local community.

What will these opponents lose or face if  

WHAT POWER DO 
YOUR OPPONENTS 

Do these opponents hold 
the power to stop your 

What can you do to prevent 

creates policies. A system of checks and balances 

where the opponents you face sit in the hierarchy of 
your school. This will help you determine your 

Once you identify where your opponents fall on the 
hierarchy, decide what kind of power they wield in 
that position. 
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school may have

skateboard lanes or other infrastructure

Staff resource limitations

Comfort with the status quo

OPPONENT ARGUMENTS

Admissions and 

Dean of students

Transportation 
department

department

maintenance

students and the environment

efforts and the credibility of your 
mission

TYPES OF POWER:

Size / Membership Money

Appeal Skill

Credibility

Network / Connections
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What can you do to alleviate concerns and 

Just like a lawyer needs to anticipate their 

proposal will not be adopted in full, and 

only help you make your case, but also help you 

directly into your policy document.

Meet with your opponents and ask them 
about their concerns. They may alert 
you to issues previously unknown to 

satisfy both parties. Ultimately both 
parties want to improve the campus and 
make life better for students, so 

concerns can derail the conversation.

When an opponent becomes an ally, 
use their support to further your 

can help persuade other opponents 
towards your position.

concise and direct 
sentences.

List your research to 
correspond to the 
opponents’ concerns. 

Outline your 
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SETTING GOALS

members. 

help lead to the overall success of your efforts. 

familiar with, but we wanted to include some 

SMART GOALS 

SMART:

Mission Statement:

Results:

Tasks: Timeline:

Who:

What:

Where:

When:

Why:

Measurable

Attainable

Results-oriented

Time-bound
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FINDING SUPPORTERS 
team.

Find the decision-makers on your 

provide resources and have the 

stream.

for your cause. Find faculty members 
that skateboard, or have kids that 
skateboard. These members of staff will 
have more cause to support you and 

Campus staff can carry your movement 
to the top. You want to enlist campus 

An advocate can take on much of your 

call for. 

Look for additional team members in 

Campus clubs with similar or 
compatible focuses

Local skate shops
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to promote your cause are within reach. Here are some TAKE IT TO 

THE MEDIA

STEP 1: What kind of media does your 

Do your homework. Create a list of all the 

stations, websites and social media 
platforms your campus offers its student 
community. 

STEP 2: Who are your campus media 

media outlet. Check out the publication 

peruse the website and search for the 

likely they will direct you to the person you 
want to talk to. 

STEP 3: Make your media pitch 
epic.

potential to create a conversation, 

movement is about more than 

your media pitch. When we call 

mean it. Remember to also 
include where you are in the 

events. 
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STEP 4: Now write it

You’ve brainstormed the epic pitch. 
Now write it. A pitch is usually 

in mind who your audience may be, and 

important your movement is, and why, 

Think of this pitch as the published 
article, because you want your media 
contacts to think of it that way as well. 

STEP 5: Make sure it’s polished

Always include the names and contact 
information for all of your potential 
sources. Make your pitch publish-ready. 

STEP 6: Now send it

out individually to each contact, and 

your contact to open your email and 
read its contents.

STEP 7: Follow Up

We are all very busy people, and often 
times an email can be overlooked, or 
trashed. Follow-up with each of your 
contacts. They may not have read your 

follow up may catch their attention, 
especially if you include the term 

second email.

chance that somewhere 

you will be interviewed. 
Here are some quick tips 

your key points heard. 

Try to anticipate related questions and practice the 

Why did you 
start the 

Who is What are 
your 

What are 

Are there elements of Has anyone attempted 
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Have your club come up with a catchy 

and team members to easily share updates 

like #embracetheboard

Don’t be afraid to follow people. No shame 

administrators, relevant faculty and staff, 

incentives to those that use it. Reach out 
to Sector 9, or other invested parties to 

Tweet Frequently, between 2 and 6 times 
per day.

Always tweet any updates for 

include relevant info that has 

movement. The more 
shareable the media you 
tweet, the more likely people 
will come across the details 

There are many  hubs that 
you can use to schedule 
tweets and other social media 
in advance such as HootSuite 
or Sprout Social. Do some 

platform that works best for 
you.
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Facebook can be used to build your community 

involved in your movement as possible. 

Research other social 
media software that may 
help with the success of 

Lisvite, which will allow 
club members to invite all 
of their friends to an event 
easily. 

EXPAND TO OTHER 
PLATFORMS

and incredible in photos. Use 

about the sport.

full potential. These students have banned 

social networks.

Don’t be afraid to ask people to retweet. 
Whether there is an incentive, or you’re 
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PRESS RELEASE 

press release should be comprised of 

who, what, why, where and how of your 

cause, include it in your press release. Third 
party credibility can take your movement 

packed with numbers and hard facts.

support your announcement or the overall 

GRAMMAR

credible that a press release 

Use resources like Grammarly to 
double and triple check your 
release.

TO REACH YOU
Don’t leave your release 
unnamed. Make sure there is 
contact information on your 
press release.

Y 

your club’s website or social 

what your club represents and 
hopes to accomplish.  

Keep the press release to the 

better. Make it readable. 
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WRITING 

AN 

OP-ED

OP-ED’s are opinion-based 

pitch to an editor for 

audience.  

Stay professional, but incorporate 
the voice of your club to make the 
piece personal and enact emotion 
from your reader. Make sure to 

cram all the information about your 

outline of your movement. Make sure you 

emphasize it.

only discuss the problem, offer a solution. 

campus’s current situation, while 

A picture can say a million words. 

anecdotes and personal stories to 

simple sentences that push your 

two or more shorter ones. 

Active voice is always better than 

from the horse’s mouth.

END ON A STRONG NOTE

with a call to action.

CUT TO THE CHASE

care.
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WRITING

AN OP-ED 

CONTINUED

THE ELEVATOR PITCH

print, but you can still ask for feedback and pointers. They 
may also hold it for print, but publish it online. Ask if this is an 
option. 

The elevator pitch will be one of the 

movement that is ready to be shared at 
any minute. 

communication. You never know who you 

effective elevator pitch can be critical 

break the ice and make your conversation 

and memorable. Even if you don’t 

substantial after your conversation, 
there’s now one more person aware 

Always make sure to carry business 

your contact information. Give 
anyone you speak with the 
opportunity to reach you at any 
time.

Take a sentence or two to introduce yourself in 
a way that establishes your credibility on the 

campus and your involvement with the 
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proud of what you’ve accomplished so 
far, don’t be afraid to share. 

Talk about your success in the 
movement, and the milestones that you 
have reached. When you can provide 
people with evidence that your 

involved.

your speech prepared for possible 

to at the time. 

pitch needs to be familiar with the 

You want your speakers to be able to 

effectively answer any follow-up 
questions that people may have.

only be an effective tool in person but 

5 .  STAND CLEAR OF 
 

your pitch. You want your speech to be 
as clear and authentic as possible so 

attention. 

buzzwords into your pitch can leave 

the conversation. 

REHEARSED

little rehearsed, that’s completely ok.

THE ELEVATOR PITCH CONTINUED
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policy on campus. However, there are 

that may be more attractive to an outside 
potential mentor. Don’t always lead with 

wellness of the students, or the campus 

faculty, staff or administration that may 

member of staff that uses a skateboard or 
other form of active transportation as 

could potentially be very invested in your 
cause.

Despite the common perception that the 
most effective mentors are at the top of 
the campus admin food chain, staff in 
lower level positions are usually far 
more in tune with the student body. 
These individuals have a realistic 
perspective on campus life, and the 
impact policies have on students. These 
staff members also have a keen 

politics. Consider hall directors, student 

You have a club full of your peers, all 

policy. Many times those around you 
may already have the connection you’re 

club members for possible relationships 

FIND A MENTOR

address who your 
mentor is, and how 
you can convince 
them to help take on 
your cause. 

with other staff, faculty and administration in a way that a 

your opponents on issues that are important for your 

mind:



TALKING TO 

ADMINISTRATORS with. Stay professional, convey respect, and follow a 

seriously.

purposeful with your invite list. 
Consider a few of these items 

Which departments are directly 

Who most needs to be educated 
on this issue as it relates to 

You want as many of the 
important decision-makers in 

presentation you plan. Get in 
touch with admin assistants and 
similar positions to ensure that 
everyone’s availability lines up. 
You want as many of your key 
players there for your 
presentation as possible. You may 

time to try to coordinate across 
department representatives. 

education and a little practice for club 

presentations, make sure you allocate time 
for it.

decision-makers.

Anticipate the ideas and opinions of those 
administrators you are scheduled to 
present to. Prepare education that will 
alleviate their concerns. 

concerned about loose skateboards in 
hallways or on walkways, come fully 

SkateDockTM. Don’t skimp on the details, 

proposed walk only zones, prices for the 
website with the 

details for purchase and implementation.

3 2



a professionally written email. Not 
only is this courteous, but it is an 
opportunity to remind them of the 

main topics you want to address 
will ensure you don’t stray off 
topic, and that all important 

presented. Often times, your 

presentation.

presentation. No need to include too much 

another time to speak to address any 
unanswered questions.

3 3



EXECUTE 

CAMPAIGN
submit the proposal. Use these helpful tips, proposal 

optimize your proposal for approval. 

credible statistics and facts. Here are some 
resources that may help endorse your 
proposal. Remember to also do your own 
research. The more relevant the information 

the statistics will be in your proposal. 

Campuswide Administrative Policy

Policy Writer Resources

Policy Templates

TEMPLATES AND 

SAMPLES

Skateboard Policy

Successful Skateboard Policy Proposal

Statistics 

Make sure you include all details 

both you and your school. 

and promote commuter 

safety.

Determine the most effective 
areas for your SkateDockTM 

3 4



OVERCOMING

OBSTACLES

After you submit your proposal, there may be obstacles 

resources will help you to problem solve, and keep both 

yourself to reach out and see if the 

most effective way to reach a possible 
resolution.

For all you know, it could be a 
fundamental miscommunication, and all 

clarity. 

to meet somewhere in the 

ultimately create a solution that 

Are there third-party resources you 

Look for other resources and 
allies that may have the power to 

3 5

person or 
Someone 
within the 

A problem 
with 



take the time to hear them out. You want to 

successful. 

Group:

many possibilities as to why that may be: 

issues one or a few at a time. This can help 

cohesively.

teammates feel heard and capitalize on the 

proposal, debates should be 
minimal, so remind everyone 
of their accomplishments and 
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from the SSC

The University of Minnesota Twin Cities 

to entirely fund their alternative 

Ground Control SystemsTM offers 

purchases as well as University 
wholesale prices.

will be a factor in almost 

resources for your club.

Decisions on campus often boil down to 

ways universities have funded their active 

templates to present in your proposal.boards are all ways you can 

Appeal for donations in 

overload people with requests 
for funds but remind them of 
ways to reach your club and 

YOU HAVE
When you do need to spend 

absolutely necessary. 

Use your club to come up with 
creative fundraisers and involve 
your campus.

3 7

FUNDING YOUR CLUB FUNDING THE CAUSE



To keep positive relationships 
established with everyone that was 
involved, take a moment to thank 
them. This also includes all the 
outside resources that provided 

Send them updates about the 

FOLLOW-UP

there’s still more. Wrap it all up with a bow 

made it possible.

Keep all information and 

outreach emails, etc. on your club’s 

ideal. This way the information can 
always be accessible. 
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SHARE YOUR RESULTS 

Publicize what was 
accomplished in the 

website, and newsletter.

You should also write a press 

story posted in the campus 
newspaper, radio station, or 
news channel. 



RESOURCES
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https://manuals.ucdavis.edu/resources/Guid

http://www.csus.edu/umanual/admin/adm-

16-pdf.pdf

Research:

http://www.startclass.com/

s-around-campus

http://www.chronicle.com/interactives/peer
s-network

ml

1-recreational-activities-policy

https://search.proquest.com/openview/f2a1

Finding Supporters:

Talking to Administrators:

Execute Campaign:

https://manuals.ucdavis.edu/resources/Guidet

http://manuals.ucdavis.edu/resources.htm

f.pdf

sYWdqeTdwdHZXUlE/view

Funding:

http://www.pts.umn.edu/bicycle



P: 800.630.7225
info@groundcontrolsystems.com

P: 858.408.0083
sales@sector9.com
marketing@sector9.com


